IRBIS changes, effective 6:00 PM, May 8, 2018

**IRBIS 5.09.09 Update:**

NSI Report Faculty Advisor Certification has been updated:
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**PI Status Updates:**

Rather than all submissions noting as being ‘In Draft’ until they are approved by the IRB, they will be split into the following categories:

- **In Draft**
  - Currently in Draft, have not yet clicked the Submit button to begin routing.
- **Being Routed**
  - Awaiting PI certification, Faculty Advisor Certification, or Departmental Approval
- **Submitted to IRB**
  - Routing Complete, Accepted by the IRB for Review, Awaiting Review
- **Waiting PI Response**
  - Awaiting response to stipulations, or if Department or Faculty Advisor has clicked Reject.
Continuing the partial update completed in 5.09.08, External researchers will no longer receive IRB expiration reminder notices. Previously we removed them from receiving stipulations, deferrals, or reminder of stipulations. They will receive only IRB [Final Actions] Approval, Closure, Suspension, Expiration, Rely on External, Rely on NCI-CIRB...

UNC Rockingham Health Care is now available under B.3.4 as a research Location: